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5# Quartz cluster
5# Quartz cluster with Gold color
5# Quartz cluster with Turquoise color
Quartz crystal clusters. Each
Clear Quartz bonded with
This quartz cluster has been
one is different from inside
Gold and Indium, or with
color enhanced metallic
the Earth. Use as energy
Gold and Iron/Iron Oxide;
bright translucent light blue,
amplifiers or light catching
presents as pale smoky gold
which makes it dramatic.
display. Due to the many
metallic; also called Smoky
Sparkling and glimmering
different sizes we are selling
Aura Quartz. It is a high viwhen light hits enjoy for
them in 5 pound lots.
brational crystal of transmucrystal power or display.

$486.95

GCQZ5

$309.95

$313.95

GCQZG5

GCQZT5

Flat of Amethyst Points
1 to 1.5# Bismuth
~3# Terminated points natural
Flat of Amethyst Points.
The beauty is very enThese beautiful clear quartz
If you love this stone then
gaging when it comes to
pieces will quickly accelerthis is a great choice. They
Bismuth. It is said to relieve
ate your intention while
range from nearly clear
symptoms of isolation both
cleaning and healing your
hint of lavender to intense
spiritually and emotional.
energy. Sold in a flat of
deep purple points. Cleaned
Each mesmerizing piece has
roughly 3lbs and you will
and raw from the vein in
many great powers.
feel the energy when you

$201.95

GFAMEP

$148.95

$114.95

GFBIS

GFBIT3

Flat of Citrine Druse
Flat of Citrine Points
~3# Epidote specimen
A beautiful stone that
Flat of Citrine Points. If you
Epidote is know for its
somewhat resembles topaz,
love this stone then this is
beauty and healing properCitrine possesses a golden,
a great choice. They range
ties. Bring more abundance,
translucent quality that is
from nearly clear hint of
and prosperity into your
popular in jewelry as well
milky yellow to intense
life as well as getting help
as a wonderful positive
deep amber gold points.
improving your relationenergy for magical and
Cleaned and raw from the
ships. Each flat of Epidote

$62.95
~3# Lepidolite

GFCITD

This is a box set of Lepidolite that weighs roughly
3lbs. Each piece is unique
and comes in a variety of
sizes. Known for its peaceful and tranquil healing
abilities. You might want

$104.95

GFLEP3

$195.95

$103.95

$143.95

GFCITP

Flat of 20 Stones & Crystals
Whether you’ve a love for
the beauty found in the
stones or a student of the
energetic and spiritual
properties of gemstones
and crystals, this flat of 20
Mixed Stones will be an

$43.95

GFMIX20

Flat of Mixed windowed (24/flat)
10# Amethyst point
~3# Quartz
Flat of 24 assorted winRaw from the mountain.
dowed clear, amethyst, rose,
This large amethyst has
and smoky quartz. Each
polished faceted top with
stunning stone is tumbled
raw stone beneath with cut
with outer side frosted and
polished bottom for standa clear polished flat side
ing the crystal. Color and
window for viewing into
density and shape is unique

$88.95

GFMIXW

$403.95

GFPAME10

GFEPI3

Flat of Mixed rough
Flat of 24 mixed assorted
rough stones. Each is a clean
specimen from the earth.
This tray is an excellent
choice for getting started
with gems and minerals for
learning or for energy work.

GFMIXR

A flat set of Quartz points
that weights roughly 3lbs.
A large variety of sizes and
shapes. Stunning healing
energy emits from this box.

$87.95

GFQZ3

Flat of Cracked Quartz Points
Flat of Rough Quartz Points (~3.0#)
~3# Smoky Qtz points natural
Flat of Cracked Quartz
Quartz points are always
A box set of Natural Smoky
Points, cracked by means of
different and individual.
Quartz points. In their
heating and cooling in a kiln
This flat of crystal points
natural state these smokey
after being mined. (~3#).
has all shapes and sizes,
quartz have a variety of
each with different clarity
sizes and shapes. Total box
and inclusions. These are
weight is roughly 3lbs.
clean and ready. Sold by flat

$247.95

GFQZCP

$89.95

GFQZPR

~3# Smoky Qtz points
~3# Tourmaline, Black
Stunning Irradiated Smoky
This is a flat of Tourmaline
Quartz points in a flat that
specimens that weights
is roughly 3lbs. Many great
roughly 3 pounds. Each
pieces in this box set. Enjoy
specimen is powerful and
the stress and anxiety reunique. Tourmaline is a
lieving benefits that Smokey
protective stone as well as
Quartz has to offer you.
an energy purifier.

$137.95

GFSQT3

$58.95

GFTOUB3

$114.95

GFSQN3

Amethyst, Chevron gift box (box of 12)
Box of 12 Chevron Amethyst, Peace of Mind,
Prosperity, Inner Strength,
Intuition. You get 12 various shapes, heart, sphere,
natural formation, and
pyramid, comes in large

$144.95

GGBAMEC12
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Aventurine, Green gift box (box of 12)
Black Obsidian gift box (box of 12)
Fluorite gift box (box of 12)
Box of 12 Green Aventurine,
Box of 12 Black Obsidian.
Box of 12 Box of 12 Fluorite
Good Luck, Prosperity,
Purify the Aura, Block
.Decision making, ConcenLeadership, Creativity. You
Negativity, Protection. You
tration, Mediation. You get
get 12 various shapes, heart,
get 12 various shapes, heart,
12 various shapes, heart,
sphere, natural formasphere, natural formasphere, natural formation, and pyramid, comes
tion, and pyramid, comes
tion, and pyramid, comes
in large display box, each
in large display box, each
in large display box, each

$90.95

GGBAVEG12

$90.95

GGBBO12

$122.95

GGBFLU12

Rose Quartz gift box (box of 12)
6 Piece untumbled stones set
Box of 12 rose Quartz .
This wonderful set provides
Emotional Balance, Enhance
you with small stone pieces
Love, Self- Acceptance, Forunder an 1” each with some
giveness. You get 12 various
pieces being chip size. Rose
shapes, heart, sphere, natuQuartz , Green Quartz,
ral formation, and pyramid,
Crystal, Black Tourmaline,
comes in large display box,
Sodalite, and Brazil Orange

$89.95

GGBRQ12

$38.95

GU6PCS
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